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SENSSIGHT in collaboration with VALEO unveils a new device to 

manage electric car passengers’ wellness and comfort 

 

The young French startup will exhibit their unique and innovative industrial vision 

systems during Consumer Electronic Show (CES) - Las Vegas – January 9/12th 2018. 
 

Meylan, January 3rd 2018 – “Imagine a 

way to easily manage electric car 

passengers’ wellness and comfort without 

impacting battery operating life. Here is 

the undertaking of VALEO in collaboration 

with SENSSIGHT which exhibits an 

embedded vision system inside an EV 

vehicle. The infrared vision devices, 

developed by SENSSIGHT, capture cabin 

thermal environment metrics as long as 

driver’s heat stress for a better driving 

experience even in harsh winter 

conditions.” said Lionel CHAVEROT – 

Managing director at SENSSIGHT. 

 

From smart transport to home appliances 

Expert in real time embedded vision systems, SENSSIGHT will exhibit, in less than one year after its 

launch, several demonstrators for various applications: from automotive to home appliances through 

security devices and industrial maintenance. By providing turn key solutions to industrials, SENSSIGHT 

offers unique vision devices that detect, enhance and analyze events such as: hot/cold spots, 

animal/human intrusion, people density, water leakage, store attendance rate, … 

 

From vision to valuable data 

Vision is the starting point. Whether we have to detect people, animal or object during day or night, 
SENSSIGHT determines the best hardware that fulfills customer’s constraints. This could lead to select a 
visible camera, an infrared one or a combination. Then to maximize performance/cost ratio, SENSSIGHT 
adds specific algorithms that filter and extract the valuable data out of the video stream (detection, 
counting, localization, direction, temperature, shape, …). Our added value is to provide a solution that 
is the best trade off between hardware and software costs. Therefore, we answer the question: “how 
much does it cost to perform such marketing use case functions?” By partnering with SENSSIGHT, in-
dustrials are accompanied from proof of concept to final product development.   
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First birthday, first products 

SENSSIGHT will also exhibit two products: 

- A thermal monocular: an autonomous and 

portable device that detects and follows intrusion 

over 150 meters. Whether it is an animal, a human 

or a vehicle it will be difficult to escape its 

detection due to its embedded A.I software. 

- A thermal industrial endoscope: the tiniest, 

hardened and wireless thermal endoscope with 

best-in class performances/price ratio that 

monitors and detects various events to take 

preventive actions.  

 

About SENSSIGHT 

SENSSIGHT is a technology and innovation company specializing in the development and the licensing 

of advanced industrial vision systems for industrial markets. Think different and deliver is a motto that 

makes us unique in the market. Our turnkey solutions open a wide area of collaboration starting from 

optic choice, to software and firmware development, going through electronic design. Founded in 

January 2017 and based in Meylan, France, SENSSIGHT is expert in imaging technology for automotive, 

industrial maintenance, security, home appliances, smart building, and smart cities. Fueled by passion 

and commitment, SENSSIGHT team is always looking at disruptive and innovative solutions, to bring 

added value and differentiation to our customers. 

Our goal is to become a major international player in industrial vision within 5 years. 


